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ABSTRACT
Laser communications Laser Communication is the most evolving arenas in the field of
wireless communication. Presently, laser commutation is espoused in the satellite
communication for the purpose of space research related activities because of its benefits such as
less power consumption, low cost, flexibility and resistance to the radio interference. This work
is an application of laser communication for transmitting data between two ends.Laser
Communication needs the transmitter and receiver to be aligned in line-of-sight. The carrier
which transmits the signal is produced by a laser diode.The complete system for this work
consists of a transmitter and a receiver capable of transmitting and receiving the analog signal
respectively. The results shows that input signal frequencies are preserved at the output with less
distortion. However there is decrease in the amplitude of the received signal which can be
increased at the output end and the original signal can be recovered. Signal to Noise Ratio is used
as a performance metric.
Keywords:Demodulation, laser communication, modulation, receiver, transmitterr
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for a duration of specified time interval and

Laser

will transmit the data to the external world

Demonstration: LLCD was the NASA

on a periodic basis for the purpose of

first

processing.

demonstration. LLCD has the capability
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to transfer data at a rate of up to 622
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Data Transmission Using Laser Light

megabits per second (Mbps). It will

Microcontroller based communication

demonstrate two way, high-rate laser

system using laser light to transmit data.

communications from lunar orbit aboard

In this paper the data transmission using
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system. Laser light has higher intensity,

Wired communications places vital role

efficiency, as well as beller visibility

optical fiber a wire is used to transfer signal

and performance quality.

from one place to another place.

Wireless Transmission of Audio Signal
using Coherent Optical Signal "To
demonstrate wireless transfer of an
Fig 1:Existing

audio signal via a coherent optical

3.

signal in free space between two

method

independent systems. The principle
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behind
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Optical fibers wires not always possible to

conversion of audio signal to light

lay fiber lines so we prefer wireless

signal via the application of modulation

technology i.e., LASER. Low power-high

and amplification into a high intensity

power emitters are available to improve

laser source that is detected by a

power supply, it would add extra cost.

phototransistor or a photodiode and is
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then demodulated and amplified back to

more vulnerable to damage. You’d better

the audio signal.

not to twist or bend fiber optic cables too
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transmitter and receiver should keep short or

transistor set up as a voltage follower. To

repeaters are needed to boost the signal.

drive the voltage follower, I will use a op-

PROPOSED METHOD

amp to mix my input signal with 4.5V and

Laser communications systems are wireless

attenuate the signal from 2Vpp to 1Vpp

connections through atmosphere use laser
beams to transmit information between to
locations.Signal can transmits long distance
in applications of satellite communication.
BLOCK DIAGRAM

Fig 3: Transmitter circuit

RECIEVER SECTION
To design the receiver, we going to make a
voltage divider using the photoresistor.we
will then connect that to the input of an
inverting amplifier. The inverting amplifier
output is then passed into a highpass RC

Fig 2: Block diagram
TRANSMITTER

filter with a cut off of 10 Hz, this will

Because I'm sending a continuous analog

remove the DC component without any

signal, I will need my laser bias such that the

major effects on the audio quality of the

laser is on at all times. If you are sending a

system. To select the second resistor for my

digital signal.I am going to bias my laser at

voltage

4.5VDC and modulate it from 4V to 5V.

measurements of

First measure the current draw of the laser at

choose the value that was closest to the 4.5v

5V, for my laser it was drawing 29mA. This

measurement. That gave me a values for R7

is more than what many op-amps can

of 680 ohms. That gave me a voltage that

provide so I will power my laser with a

would voltage ranging from 3.84V to 4.37V,

divider,

I
the

looked

at

my

photoresistor

and

a swing of 0.82V. For the gain stage, I
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would need a gain of 2.4 to regain my

RECEIVER

original 2V input.

The output from the transmitter is given to
the photo resistor and output is heard from
the headphones/ear phones.

Fig 4: Receiver circuit
RESULT
TRANSMITTER
An Analog signal from the mobile phone is
given as the input to the transmitter section
and through laser diode signal is transmitted
to receiver
Fig 6: Receiver section

ADVANTAGES
1.

Inexpensive

2.

Higher intensity

3.

Small Transmission loss

4.

High communication quality

5.

Large communication capacity

APPLICATIONS
1. Defense and sensitive areas.
Fig 5: Transmitter section

2. Military Field
3. Research and Development sector
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4. At airports for communication across

extended to data services. Bandwidth can be
distributed

the runways.
5. Mass communication

among

neighborhoods

by

positioning laser communication systems in

CONCLUSION

the desired locations and directing these

Circuit for sound transmission using laser

systems to a common transceiver section

was designed and developed.The transmitter

with a fast link to the internet. The only

and

designed

major drawback of the developed model is

separately to perform the required function.

that both the transmitter and receiver must

An optical source, Laser was used on which

be in Line-of-Sight.

the audio signal was successfully modulated
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